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In this paper we study the classical fractional integrals of Riemann-Liouville and 
Weyl considering them as operators defined in the largest functional space where 
these operators can be defined. We describe the fractional derivatives and integrals 
of Riemann-Liouville as the fractional powers of suitable non-negative operators, 
and consequently we get important properties directly. This is not the case for the 
fractional integral of Weyl; however, we can obtain some interesting properties for 
these operators. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a complex number LY with Re tx > 0, ZF and 0: will stand for, 
respectively, the classical fractional integral and derivative of Riemann- 




%f(x)=dx”+ u,+ ‘-“f I(x), where n = [Re CC] (integer part of a). 
(1.2) 
K& denotes the classical fractional integral of Weyl of order CI defined as 
KR,f(~)=ij+~ 
r(a) x 
(t-x)‘--’ f(t) dt. (1.3) 
These fractional integrals have been widely studied (see [l-5, 7, lo]), 
but in most cases they have not been considered as operators defined in 
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suitable functional spaces, and so their properties have been proved only 
for certain kinds of functions. Consequently, their study has been carried 
out without taking into account the theory of fractional powers and their 
corresponding properties. One of the reasons can be found in the fact that, 
up to now, there was not a satisfactory theory of fractional powers for 
operators defined in Banach and Frtchet spaces (see [8,9]). Only in some 
cases (see Lamb [6] and Westphal [14]) these fractional integrals 
have been considered as fractional powers. An extensive and annotated 
bibliography can be found in Nishimoto [ 111, Oldham and Spanier [ 121, 
and in the “Proceedings of the Conference in New Haven” (1974), edited 
by Ross [13]. 
In this paper we study the fractional derivative and integral of Riemann- 
Liouville and Weyl as operators defined in the largest functional spaces 
where definitions (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) can be considered. Moreover, in the 
case of fractional operators of Riemann-Liouville we can describe them as 
fractional powers in a Frechet space and in this way we obtain their main 
properties directly. 
This paper is divided as follows: In Section 2, we investigate which is the 
most general space where the fractional operators of Riemann-Liouville 
can be defined, and we show that their natural framework is the space 
L:,,( [0, + cc [) of locally integrable functions in [0, + cc [. By using the 
theory of fractional powers in Frechet spaces we prove that the fractional 
operators of Riemann-Liouville coincide, respectively, with the fractional 
powers of the derivative and integral operators defined on their natural 
domains. As a consequence of this result we obtain the first index law and 
other properties verified by them. 
Section 3 is devoted to the fractional integral of Weyl. First, as in 
Section 2, we study which is the largest space where this operator can be 
considered. So, we define the fractional integral of Weyl in the space 
L:,,,(]O, + cc [) of locally integrable functions in 10, + cc [. Unfortunately, 
in this case, the corresponding base operator does not belong to the kind 
of operator for which fractional powers can be defined, and therefore the 
fractional integral of Weyl cannot be described as fractional power. In any 
case, we obtain some interesting properties by using usual techniques of 
integration. 
2. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE AND INTEGRAL OF RIEMANN-LIOUVILLE 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f: [O, + 00 [ -+ C be a measurable function and CI a 
complex number with Re CI > 0. Then the integral j: (x - t)“- ‘f(t) dt exists 
almost everywhere (a.e.) x 2 0, if and only if f is locally integrable in 
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[0, +.a[. In this case, this integral, asfunction ofx, belongs to L’( [0, a]) 
for any positive number a, and its norm in this space is bounded by 
aRe a 
& IMro,,,ll LVCO, 01)’ 
Proof The sufficient condition and the estimate of the norm are 
obtained by using. the properties of convolution of functions. 
Let us suppose now that the funtion (x - t)“- ‘f(t) is integrable on 
[0, x], a.e. x 2 0. Given any positive number a, we can find a number 
x0 > a such that (x0- t)“-‘f(t) is integrable on [0, x0]. Then, the 
inequality 
If(t)1 = 1(x()- ty-‘f(t)1 1x0- t(lpRea 
I(xo-t)a-lf(t)( (xo-a)leRea if Recc>l 
1(x0- t)“-‘f(t)1 xkpRex if O<Recl<l 
implies that f is integrable on [0, a] for a > 0. 
The last lemma shows that the largest space where the fractional integral 
operator of Riemann-Liouville can be defined is the space L:,, ( [0, + co [) 
of locally integrable functions in [0, + co[. We study the fractional 
operators of Riemann-Liouville on this space. 
Throughout this paragraph, c1 is a complex number with Re tl > 0 and F 
the Frtchet space L:,,,( [0, + cc [) with its usual topology defined by the 
semi-norms p,(f) = Ilfiro,.l IIL~cCo,nIJ. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The fractional integral operator of Riemann-Liouville of 
order CI is the operator Zt defined as 
Z2f (x) = +$-1)3-1f(Wf a.e. x E [0, + cc [ and f e F. 
The fractional derivative operator of Riemann-Liouville of order o! is the 
operator 02 defined on 
feF:-$(Z;+l-a f ) is locally absolutely continuous on [0, + cc [, 
$ (I”,+‘-“f)(O)=Ofor k=O, 1, . . . . n, and$ (Z~+‘-~)E~‘} 
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as 
(where n = [Re cx]). 
Remark 2.3. The operator I;. is continuous on F and verities 
1 nRe’ 
DEFINITION 2.4. The integral operator of Riemann-Liouville will be the 
operator I defined as 
Vbl=j;.f.(W a.e. XE [0, + CCI [) and f E F. 
The derivative operator of Riemann-Liouville is the operator A defined on 
D(A)= {f~F:f;,o,n, E W’~‘(]O,n[)fornENandf(O)=O} as Af=f’. 
Remark 2.5. I is a continuous operator on F and A is non-continuous 
and densely defined operator on F (in fact, A is the inverse of the operator I). 
Both of them are non-negative operators (see [8, Definition 2.1 I). 
Consequently, we can obtain the fractional powers I” and A” and the 
following identities A” = (7)’ and I” = (A”)-’ hold. 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that D(I);) = {f~ F : Z;+ ’ - “f~ 
D(A”+‘)} and o;f= A n+lZ~+l-~forf~D(D~) (where n= [Real). 
THEOREM 2.6. Both of the following asertions hold: 
(i) Z’=IF 
(ii) A”= Dt. 
ProoJ (i) Let us start by assuming that 0 < Re GI < 1. 
We know, by applying the definition of fractional power, that 
/I-'(A+Z)-'If d;l 
for fEF and XE[O, +a[. 
By using Tonelli-Hobson’s Theorem and taking into account that for f e F 
(A+I)-’ g(x)=,i~‘g(x)-e~‘~‘X~;2j~e’~“g(t)dt a.e. XE[O, +co[, 
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we get 
sincor +n3 
s n=-‘(i+z)-‘zf(x)d3, 7-c 0 
=&-;(x-t)‘-‘f(t)dt, 
where the existence of these integrals is guaranteed by the above mentioned 




= IzP’(/I+Z)P’Zf(x)dJ. a.e. XE [0, +a[, 
0 
from which we conclude that Zaf = ZF f for f E F. 
The case 12 - 1 < Re c( <n (n EN) is obtained by using induction on n. 
Let us suppose now that Re a0 = 1. 
Let f~ F and m EN. Taking into account the properties of the fractional 
powers we can find a sequence {an}:= 1 (1~ Re ~1, < 2) verifying 
lim, + m a, =a0 and lim,,, Zxnf(x) = Zaof(x) a.e. in [0, m]. Hence, by 
applying the result obtained in the first case and the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem, we have 
Z”of(x) = Jirnm ZTj(x) = ZTf(x) a.e. in [0, m]. 
Finally, when Re a = it the result is obtained by induction on n. 
(ii) This assertion is easily obtained from (i), Remark 2.5, and the 
equality 
A”=A”A Z n+l--a n+l-a (where n = [Re a]). 
COROLLARY 2.1. The following properties hold: 
(i) ZL+B = Z;Zt and DaLfP = DUDE. 
(ii) Zf Re /I > Re a > 0, then D(Zf) c D(Z”,) and D(Di) c D(D”,). 
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(iii) IBSEN, then ZT=IZ!“! Iand DF=A A !':!A. 
(iv) ZfO<a<l and Re/?>O, then (Z”,)“=Zzfl and (D”,)“=D”,. 
(v) (D;,)’ =I;, and (I”,) ’ = 0;; 
Proof: These properties are an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6 
and the corresponding properties of the fractional powers of operators in 
Frechet spaces, since properties (i) and (iv) are proved, respectively, in 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 of [S]; (ii) and (iii) are an easy consequence of (i), 
and (v) is derived from Definition 2.2 of [8]. 
3. FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OF WEYL 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f: 10, + co [ -+ C be a measurable function and c1 a com- 
plex number with Re M > 0. Then, the integral Jr: (t - x)‘- ’ f(t) dt exists for 
any positive number a and a.e. x E 10, a], if and only tff is locally integrable 
in 10, + a[. In this case, this integral, as function of x, belongs to 
L’( [b, a]) for any positive number b E 10, a[, and its norm in this space is 
bounded by bRea/Re ~1 Ilfi~h.a,llL~~C~,al~. 
Proof: The proof is similar to the one in Lemma 2.1. 
The integral which appears in Definition (1.3) can be considered as a 
Lebesgue integral or, in a more general sense, as an improper integral; that 
is J.:” = lim, _ + o. sz (where j; is a Lebesgue integral). The last Lemma 
shows that, in both cases, the natural framework to define the fractional 
integral operator of Weyl is the space L:,,(]O, + co [) of the locally 
integrable functions in 10, + co [. Obviously, this space contains functions 
which are not Lebesgue integrable on 10, + co [, therefore the fractional 
integral operator of Weyl can be defined for this kind of function if we 
consider s: co as an improper integral. 
In the following, l: r: will stand for the limit lim,, +ao s;. 
LEMMA 3.2. Iffc L:,,(]O, + a[) and the integral JzJo (t--x0)‘-‘f(t)dt 
exists for some x0 E 10, a[, then the integral sz m (t - x)+ ’ f(t) dt exists for 
x E 10, a[ and vert@‘es the following estimates: 
(i) ( JO+m (t-x)=-l f(r)dtlG(E)upi Ii’” (t-x,Ja-lf(t)dti 
+z ll-(f$)-‘~ (;zt (i’m (s-xo)m-lf(s)dsl), 
(3.1) 
ifa=Recl#l. 
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ifo=Recr=l. 
Moreover, the convergence of the integral ji O” (t-x)‘- ’ f(t) dt is 
uniform for x in 10, a[. 
Proof: (i) Let x E 10, a[ and d > a. By applying integration by parts 
we get 
5 ;(t-x)zpl f(t)dt 
= -(e)‘-’ j;‘l (s-x,J-‘f(s)ds 
+(%)“-I j;m (s-xo)a-l f(s)ds 
+ jad@t-l)(~)“l=&(i’” (s-x,,)“+‘f(s)ds)dt. 
(t-x0) 
Taking limits as d tends to + co, we show the existence of the integral 
ja’” (t-x)a-lf( )d d b t t an o tain the inequality (3.1). 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of part (i). 
The uniform convergence of the integral 1: m (t - x)~- ’ f(t) dt for x E 
10, a[ is equivalent o the uniform convergence of 1: O” (t - x)“- ’ f(t) dt to 
zero, as b tends to co, which is obtained from the inequalities (3.1) and 
(3.2), replacing a by b. 
LEMMA 3.3. ZffEL&(]O, +a[) and the integral!:” (t-x,)a-l f(t)dt 
exists for some x0 E 10, a[, then the integral J: co (t - x)” - ’ f(t) dr exists 
u.e. x E 10, + CC [ and the function 
1 
ZGf(x)=r(cc) x s fco (t-x)R+l f(t)dt u.e. ~~10, +oo[ 
belongs to the space L&,( 10, + 00 [ ). 
Proof. Let a > x0. Lemma 3.1 shows that the function 
ZwfX,o.~~)(x) = $-$ (t-x)‘-‘f(t)dt x 
is defined a.e. XE 10, a] and is integrable on [b, a] with b > 0. Now, by 
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applying Lemma 3.2 we can see that in the integral j: X (t - x)’ ’ f(t) rlt 
exists a.e. .Y E 10, a[. 
On the other hand, the inequalities (3. I ) and (3.2) imply that the func- 
tion Gf - G(~x~~,~~) is integrable on 10, a[ and so K&f is integrable 
on [b, a] with h > 0. Consequently, K$ f E L,& (IO, + m [ ). 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 show that the operator K”, defined on 
L,‘,,(]O, + co]) has its range in the same space. Then, the natural 
framework to study the fractional integral of Weyl is the space 
L:,,m + a[). 
Throughout this paragraph, F is the Frechet space L:,,(]O, + cc [) with 
its usual topology defined by the family of semi-norms p,(f) = 
IIf;r,..,,.llI L~(clIt~,~~I) for n E N. 
DEFINITION 3.4. The fractional integral operator of Weyl of order a will 
be the operator Kk defined on 
fEF: theintegraijK+z (t-x)‘-‘f(t)dtexistsa.e.x>O} as 
K&f.(~)=-l-j+~ 
l-(a) .x 
(t-x)aP1f(t)dt a.e. ~~10, +a[. 
Remark 3.5. The operator K& is non-continuous on the Frechet space 
F. Moreover, this operator cannot be described as fractional power of the 
operator Ka, since (Kb + 1) is not an exhaustive operator (the function e’ 
does not belong to its range) and consequently Kk is not a non-neative 
operator on F. Even, Kh is not a closable operator on F (as can easily 
been shown, considering the sequence of characteristic functions 
{X Cn.n+llL). On th e other hand, if f ED(K;K) n L,‘,,( [0, + co[), then 
Kk f E L:,,( [0, + cc [ ). So, we could study the fractional integral operator 
of Weyl, in its natural domain, on L:,,,( [0, + 00 [ ). Therefore, in this case 
we cannot define fractional power of K’ either, since this operator is 
neither a non-negative nor closable operator on L,&( [O, + co [). 
Thus, we cannot apply methods of Functional Analysis. However, we 
shall prove, through simple techniques of integration, some properties of 
the fractional integral operator of Weyl on the Frechet space F. 
THEOREM 3.6. Zf fEZI and BE C such that 0 < Rep < Re a, then 
f E D(K$,). Moreover, given a > 0 the following inequality: 
tW)I K&f(x)-K&fX,cdx)I= ju+= (t+f(t)dt/ 
< k(a, x)(a - x)~~(‘- ‘)> (3.3) 
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holds a.e. x E 10, a[, where 
/?(a,~)= [+’ (s-x)“p’f(s)ds +Rzr:k)~~p fm (s-XX)“-‘f(s)ds. 
0 
Proof: By using integration by parts in the integral ji (t - x)” ~ ’ f(t) dt, 
taking limits as d tends to + cc and applying Lemma 3.1, we prove that 
LED and obtain the estimate (3.3). 
THEOREM 3.7. Zf ~ED(K~~) with 0~ Re B-c 1 and Re CY >O, then 
feD(K*,), KkfED(K$,,), and K”,+Pf=K&KgJ: 
Proof: Let a > 0. We know from Theorem 3.6 that fE D(K”,) and if 
r=Reb we have 
(s-t)‘-lf(s)ds 
dk(a, t)(a- t)-’ 
6(1+~)~~~Ij~i~(U-t)a+“~1f(U)dUl(a-t)-’, 
a.e. t E 10, a[. (3.4) 
On the other hand, as f E D(K*,), Lemma 3.1 affirms the existence of the 
integral 
jO(t-x)Bel(j+m (s-t)“p’/(s)ds)dt a.e. x~]O,a[. 
x I 
And applying twice Lemma 3.1, we obtain that the integral S; (t--)I’-’ 
(SF (s- t)a-l f (s) ds) dt exists a.e. XE 10, a[. So, we can write 
= ~“(t-x)~-‘(~Y(~-t)~-~f(~)d~)dt 
x I 
+/~(t-x)Bp’(jtW(~-t)‘-lf(s)ds)dt a.e. x~]O,a[. 
x LI 
Then, it will be sufficient to prove the following properties: 
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(i) There exists the limit lim,,, + 7( S’:(t-x)” ‘(1; (S--t)x-lf(S)ds)dt 
and its value is 
(ii) There exists the limit lim,,,, S’:(t-x)” ‘(SS”(S-r)z~‘f(s)ds)dt 
and its value is 0. 
The assertion (i) is obtained by applying Tonelli-Hobson’s Theorem and 
taking limits as a tends to + 00. 
Next we shall prove (ii). Inequality (3.4) implies that 
x(a-tjp’(t-x)‘-‘dt, a.e. x E 10, a[. (3.5) 
Given x E 10 a[, we can find a real number t, with 0 < t, < x such that 
there exists the integral Jim (u - t,)*+ 8-‘f(u) du. On the other hand, 
given t E [x, a[ and s b a and applying Lemma 3.2 with a, t, x, x0, and cx 
replaced by S, U, r, t,, and CC + a, respectively, we get 
+= (u- t)“+“-‘f(u) du 





(where c = Re CL) and 
+m (u- t)“+B-lf(u) du 
(r- to)“+fl-‘f(r) dr if a+z= 1. 
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k,(a, 8) +b(a, PI if a+z<l 
if cr+t>l, 
I H(o,r,)ll+k,(a,8)/lop(~)l] if a+r=l 
k,(a, /?), k,(cr, B), k,(a, fi), and k,(a, /I) being constants depending only on 
a and fl. So, taking into account this estimate and the inequality (3.5), we 
have that the expression 1st: (t - x)fl-’ (j:m (s - t)‘-l f(s) ds) &I is 
bounded by a sum with members of the following three types: 
, and 
where c,(a, p), c2(a, /?), and c,(a, fi) are constants depending only on a and 
B. Therefore, as these members tend to 0 as a tends to co, we obtain (ii). 
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